**Respectful**
- Be willing to compromise
- Beopen to different perspectives/ideas
- Display empathy
- Be an active listener
- Respect the time of others

**Inclusive**
- Be considerate of the schedules of peers
- Be considered of the schedules of peers
- Be responsible for the schedules of peers
- Be responsible for the schedules of peers
- Be responsible for the schedules of peers

**Dedicated**
- Be proactive in attending class
- Do work you are proud of
- Set challenging goals to push your academic boundaries
- Engage in best academic and behavioral practices
- Use email for academic purposes

**Excellent**
- Be confident in completing your work with pride
- Be focused on completing your work with pride
- Be committed to all work as a team and individually
- Be committed to all work as a team and individually
- Be committed to all work as a team and individually

**Safe**
- Let screenshots or recordings of meetings to teacher discretion
- Share screen only with permission
- Limit video/audio interactions to only your own face
- Wear school-appropriate clothing
- Report inappropriate or unsafe words, gestures, and behaviors immediately

**Google Classroom**
- Use the feedback from your teacher to improve your work
- Use the feedback from your teacher to improve your work
- Use the feedback from your teacher to improve your work
- Use the feedback from your teacher to improve your work
- Use the feedback from your teacher to improve your work

**Google Meet**
- Use appropriate language when addressing peers
- Use appropriate language when addressing peers
- Use appropriate language when addressing peers
- Use appropriate language when addressing peers
- Use appropriate language when addressing peers

**Teacher Communication**
- Use Google tools to contact teacher
- Use Google tools to contact teacher
- Use Google tools to contact teacher
- Use Google tools to contact teacher
- Use Google tools to contact teacher

**Peer Collaboration**
- Encourage others to stay within the main virtual school channels and resources
- Utilize email for school-related/appropriate content
- Screenshot and record school content not students
- Report inappropriate or unsafe words, gestures, and behaviors immediately
- Respect others’ privacy
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- Maintain a growth mindset
- Have a good attitude
- Be solutions oriented
- Be ready to learn
- Maximize your time
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